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 CHRISTIE’S HONG KONG AUTUMN 2012 AUCTIONS OF 
ASIAN 20TH CENTURY AND CONTEMPORARY ART 

 

THE INSPIRING DIALOGUE BETWEEN THE EAST & THE WEST  
AN APPROACH TO REFLECTING ON THE INTERSECTION OF STYLES  

WITHIN ASIAN MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART   
 

Offering over 580 works of art valued at over HK$460m/US$59m 
 

|  Asian 20th Century and Contemporary Art (Evening Sale), James Christie Room, November 24, 7pm |  

| Asian 20th Century Art (Day Sale), James Christie Room, November 25, 10am | 

| Asian Contemporary Art (Day Sale), James Christie Room, November 25, 2:30pm | 
 

    
 

Hong Kong – Christie’s Hong Kong will present its autumn 2012 auctions of Asian 20th Century and Contemporary Art on 
November 24 and 25. Offering over 590 works valued in excess of HK$463 million/US$59 million, the sales will present 
collectors with a broad range of works that trace the artistic achievement in Asian modern and contemporary art.  
Diverse in subject matter, styles and techniques, yet grounded in distinctly Asian artistic sensibilities, this season will 
introduce a curated selection of abstract, portrait and landscape paintings by Asian modernist masters to avant-garde 
and cutting-edge contemporary talents. This season, Christie’s will present works by Sanyu, Chu Teh-Chun, Yoshitomo 
Nara, Affandi and more: artists chosen for their originality, sophistication, and distinctive interpretation of cultural 
values and aesthetics unique to Eastern art. By showcasing this particular selection of artists, Christie’s aims to 
illuminate the diversified themes within Asian art and reflect on the ways in which the dialogue between the East and 
the West remains an ongoing source of inspiration to artists around the world.  
 
The strength of Asian art lies in its distinct aesthetic values and unique cultural context. Eastern traditional art is not 
founded in a literal representation of the material world, but rather in the artist’s individual interpretation of reality. 
This understanding is illustrated through brushstrokes that express both the spirit and essence of form, and induce an 
emotional response in the viewer. Many internationally recognized Asian artists demonstrate the diversified elements, 
which arise in response to cultural exchange with the West. In the future, Asian contemporary art will become a globally 
recognized dialogue through which artists challenge boundaries and communicate universally recognized themes. This 
transformation will engage the international market and provide a new way for collectors to appreciate and reinterpret 
the meaning of Asian contemporary art.  
 

Eric Chang, International Director of Christie’s Asian 20th Century and Contemporary Art, says “The strong results 
achieved in spring 2012 illustrate the confidence of the global market and continued demand for Asian art. A decade ago, 
we were the first auction house to integrate our regional Asia sale sites into a comprehensive international platform in 
Hong Kong. By showcasing a select group of Asian modern and contemporary works that illustrate the perpetual 
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exchange between the East and the West, Christie’s presents an innovative way of looking at the new face of Asian art, 
illuminating its unique aesthetic values to an international audience.” 
 
This season, Christie’s specialists in Hong Kong and New York have come together to discuss highlights from the 
upcoming auctions of Post-War & Contemporary Art and Asian 20th Century & Contemporary Art, bringing the concept 
of a cross-cultural artistic dialogue into focus. In the film, “The Art World Becomes One,” Eric Chang, International 
Director of Asian 20th & Contemporary Art, Hong Kong, Robert Manley, International Director and Specialist Head of 
Post-War and Contemporary Art, New York, and Koji Inoue, Specialist Head of Evening Sales of Post-War and 
Contemporary Art, New York, compare select Asian works with Western sale highlights from a similar period and shed 
light on art’s role in bringing together the world’s diverse cultures. Click here to watch the video “The Art World 
Becomes One. 
 
Click here to view a timeline of milestones in Christie’s Hong Kong Asian 20th Century and Contemporary Art Department.   
 

MODERN ASIAN ABSTRACTION: AN AESTHETIC DISCOURSE BETWEEN THE EAST & THE WEST 
 

The East and West have engaged in a complex and inspiring dialogue throughout art history. A number of modern and 
contemporary Asian artists have integrated Eastern aesthetic traditions and their unique cultural history with modern 
sensibilities and a Western style, creating their own interpretation of abstract art. Zao Wou-Ki, one of the most 
celebrated 20th century Chinese artists, finds his roots in traditional Song and Yuan dynasty landscape paintings and 
reinterprets their aesthetic essence, incorporating Western artistic techniques in handling colour, light and shadow. In 
his painting titled 15.05.60, the artist’s cross-cultural vision renders a unique form of expression, focused on 
representing the nuances of changing space, nature, light and dark.  
 
Chu Teh-Chun’s La forêt blanche II combines the Chinese ink wash painting tradition with the Western medium of oil 
painting, transforming an ethereal scene of snow-covered mountains into a wash of richly saturated colours and 
dynamic brushstrokes that at once evokes classical calligraphy. In Abstract Triptych, Singaporean artist Cheong Soo Pieng 
reinterprets the artistic elements of balance, form and composition through his energized brushstrokes contrasted 
against a vibrant orange and black background. The inclusion of symbols and motifs and the use of unusual colours 
across a variety of mediums are increasingly common in Asian contemporary paintings. Examples include Cai Guoqiang’s 
Man, Eagle and Eye in the Sky: Eye-Kite Flying People and Nam Kwan’s Untitled, all of which illustrate this inspirational 
conversation between artists from the East and West. 
 

 

PROPERTY FROM AN IMPORTANT FRENCH COLLECTION 
ZAO WOU-KI (ZHAO WUJI, French/Chinese, B. 1920) 
15.05.60 
oil on canvas 
Painted in 1960 
160 x 200 cm. (63 x 78 3/4 in.) 
 
Estimate: 
HK$ 22,000,000–28,000,000  
US$ 2,820,500–3,589,700 

 

CHU TEH-CHUN (ZHU DEQUN, French/Chinese, B. 1920) 
La forêt blanche II 
oil on canvas, diptych 
each: 130 x 195 cm. (51 1/8 x 76 3/4 in.);  
overall: 130 x 390 cm. (51 1/8 x 153 1/2 in.) 
Painted in 1987 
 
Estimate on Request 

http://www.christies.com/chinese/features/2012/the-art-world-becomes-one-ch.aspx
http://cshk.myftp.org/HK%20Departments/Asian20thCentury&ContempArt/A20CA%20Milestone.pdf
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CHEONG SOO PIENG (Singaporean, 1917-1983) 
Abstract Triptych 
oil on canvas, triptych 
each: 127 x 92 cm. (50 x 36 1/4 in.) 
overall: 127 x 276 cm. (50 x 108 5/8 in.) 
Painted in 1963 
 
Estimate: 
HK$ 450,000–600,000 
US$ 57,700–76,900 

 

CAI GUO–QIANG (Chinese, B. 1957) 
Man, Eagle and Eye in the Sky: Eye–kite Flying People 
Gunpowder on paper mounted on wood, diptych 
230 x 310 cm. (90 1/2 x 122 in.) 
Executed in 2004 
 
Estimate:  
HK$ 3,000,000–5,000,000 
US$ 384,600–641,000 

 

NAM KWAN (Korean, 1911-1990) 
Untitled 
oil on canvas 
130.3 x 160 cm. (51 1/4 x 62 7/8 in.) 
Painted in 1985 
 
Estimate: 
HK$450,000–650,000 
US$57,700–83,300 

 

ZAO WOU-KI (ZHAO WUJI, French/Chinese, B. 1920) 
02.11.71 
oil on canvas 
130 x 165 cm. (51 1/8 x 64 7/8 in.) 
Painted in 1971 
 
Estimate:  
HK$ 8,000,000–10,000,000 
US$ 1,025,600–1,282,100 

 

ZAO WOU-KI (ZHAO WUJI, French/Chinese, B. 1920) 
05.04.63 
oil on canvas 
46 x 50 cm (18 1/8 x 19 5/8 in.) 
Painted in 1963 
 
Estimate:  
HK$ 2,000,000–3,000,000 
US$ 256,400–384,600 

 

CHU TEH-CHUN (ZHU DEQUN, French/Chinese, B. 1920) 
No. 314 
oil on canvas, diptych 
overall: 196 x 261 cm. (77 1/8 x 102 3/4 in.) 
each: 196 x 130.5 cm. (77 1/8 x 51 3/8 in.) 
Painted in 1969 
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Estimate: 
HK$ 18,000,000–26,000,000 
US$ 2,307,700–3,333,300 

 

 

BREAKING NEW GROUND: EXPLORING THE DEPTHS & POSSIBILITIES OF COLOUR & FORM 
 

Western art traditionally focuses on the presentation of reality through use of symbols and colour, while classical 
Eastern art emphasizes the expression of inner emotions and spiritual responses to life experiences. Applying a delicate 
technique known as frosting to thick layers of oil pigments in his painting Suzhou Landscape, Chen Yifei depicts a river 
scene bathed in the misty light of dawn. The artist deliberately avoids a realistic depiction in lieu of conveying an 
ephemeral representation from memory. Qiu Ti’s West Lake in Autumn allows viewers to travel through time to 
experience the West Lake in Hangzhou as the artist once experienced it. The vivid choice in colour and depiction of light 
in Qiu Ti’s painting is directly influenced by Post-Impressionist Art. Only 28 pieces of the artist’s works remain and this 
work is Qiu's only surviving landscape painting.  
 
Affandi’s Kolektor Dari Bali (The Collector from Bali) and Sanyu’s Pot de chrysanthèmes roses both reflect the inner 
emotional responses of the artists to their subject matter. Affandi's eye for detail and skilled rendering of the human 
form is second to none, and in this commissioned work, the relationship between the artist and the subject is not a 
simple matter of buying and selling; rather, it involves an exchange of faith. In his poetic still life, Sanyu’s infuses the 
classical subject matter and spirit of the Eastern painting tradition with modern forms and Western aesthetic ideals. The 
use of the black background is a reference to traditional ink painting, while the artist’s combination of both thick and dry 
oil paints imitates the different types of brushstrokes within the classical medium. The refined details of the 
chrysanthemum blossoms allude to his inner joy and appreciation of life. 
 

 

CHEN YIFEI (Chinese, 1946-2005) 
Suzhou Landscape 
oil on canvas 
98 x 118  cm. (38 1/2 x 46 1/3 in.) 
Painted in the late 1990s 
 
Estimate: 
HK$ 2,000,000–3,000,000 
US$ 256,400–384,600 

 

QIU TI (SCHUDY, Chinese, 1906-1958) 
West Lake in Autumn 
oil on canvas 
53 x 46 cm. (20 7/8 x 18 1/8 in.) 
Painted in 1946 
 
Estimate: 
HK$ 2,200,000–2,600,000 
US$ 282,100–333,300 

 

AFFANDI (Indonesian, 1907-1990) 
Kolektor Dari Bali (The Collector From Bali) 
oil on canvas 
120 x 147 cm. (47 1⁄4 x 57 7⁄8 in.) 
Painted in 1973 
 
Estimate:  
HK$ 1,800,000–2,500,000 
US$ 230,800–320,500 
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SANYU (CHANG YU, Chinese, 1901-1966) 
Pot de chrysanthèmes roses  
oil on linen 
100 x 81.4 cm. (39 3/8 x 32 in.) 
Painted in the 1940s 
 
Estimate: 
HK$ 15,000,000 - 20,000,000 
US$ 1,923,100 -  2,564,100 
 

 

CULTURAL SYMBOLS IN THE NEW CHINESE REALISM 
 

Many great artists strive to produce works that represent or respond to the social issues of the day. The following artists 
aim not only to create exceptional works of art, but to also express their present society’s psychology and distinct 
cultural identity, offering viewers insight into the ways in which these artists uncovered new terrain between traditions 
of Western and Eastern art. Drawing from diverse strains of tradition and modernity, these pioneering artists hunt for 
unique forms of expression firmly rooted in Chinese culture and responses to a new era.  

In Zeng Fanzhi’s Mask Series, the artist incorporates symbols to reflect his views towards social and political issues, such 
as looming ocean waves, sharks that denote danger, and lit cigars representative of the artist’s anxiety and feelings of 
disillusionment. Standing before a deliberately artificial backdrop and wearing masks to hide their true expressions, the 
artist’s expressive brushstrokes of the two figures’ flesh coupled with the ominous imagery offer a dynamic depiction of 
the artifice and aspirations inherent to China’s new generations. In his painting 2001 No.8, Zhang Xiaogang presents two 
figures without clothing, using their nakedness as a metaphor for liberation from political suppression. In his painting 
Untitled illustrating a girl playing guitar, Yoshitomo Nara communicates his affinity towards the rebel spirit of rock’ n roll 
and independent attitude towards society’s conventions. Ronald Ventura’s Crossed Trip from his Humanime Series 
portrays unexpected juxtapositions of images and emotions, exploring the concept of identity and the conflict between 
mundane reality and fantasy. 

 

ZENG FANZHI (Chinese, B. 1964) 
Mask Series 
oil on canvas 
217.5 x 327.5 cm. (85 5/8 x 128 7/8 in.) 
Painted in 1999 
 
Estimate:  
HK$ 20,000,000–25,000,000 
US$ 2,564,100–3,205,100 

 

ZHANG XIAOGANG (Chinese, B. 1958) 
2001 No. 8 
oil on canvas 
Painted in 2001 
 
Estimate:  
HK$ 11,000,000–16,000,000 
US$ 1,410,300–2,051,300 
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YOSHITOMO NARA (Japanese, B. 1959) 
Untitled 
acrylic on board 
231.1 x 186.7 x 12.7 cm. (91 x 73 1/2 x 5 in.) 
Painted in 2008 
 
Estimate: 
HK$ 6,000,000–10,000,000 
US$ 769,200–1,282,100 

 

RONALD VENTURA (Filipino, B. 1973) 
Humanime Series - Crossed Trip 
oil on canvas 
213 x 152 cm. (84 x 60 in.) 
Painted in 2011 
 
Estimate:  
HK$ 550,000–750,000 
US$ 70,500–96,200 

 

 

PRESS CONTACTS: 
Suky Lo | Hong Kong | +852 2978 6736 | sukylo@christies.com 

Meng Mi | Beijing | +86 10 6500 6517 | mmi@christies.com 
 

IMAGES of select highlights from Christie’s Hong Kong Asian 20th Century and Contemporary Art Autumn 2012 Auction 

are available here 
 

# # # 

Visit Christie’s Website at www.christies.com 
Complete catalogue available online at www.christies.com or via the Christie’s iPhone app 

 

FOLLOW CHRISTIE’S ON: 

 
ABOUT CHRISTIE’S   
Christie’s, the world's leading art business, had global auction and private sales in 2011 that totaled £3.6 billion/$5.7 billion. For the 
first half of 2012, sales totaled £2.2 billion / $3.5 billion. Christie’s is a name and place that speaks of extraordinary art, unpara lleled 
service and expertise, as well as international glamour. Founded in 1766 by James Christie, Christie's has since conducted the 
greatest and most celebrated auctions through the centuries providing a popular showcase for the unique and the beautiful. 
Christie’s offers over 450 auctions annually in over 80 categories, including all areas of fine and decorative arts, jewellery, 
photographs, collectibles, wine, and more. Prices range from $200 to over $100 million. Christie's also has a long and successful 
history conducting private sales for its clients in all categories, with emphasis on Post-War and Contemporary, Impressionist and 
Modern, Old Masters and Jewellery.  Private sales totaled £502 million / $808.6m in 2011, an increase of 44% on the previous year.  
 
Christie’s has a global presence with 53 offices in 32 countries and 10 salerooms around the world including in London, New York, 
Paris, Geneva, Milan, Amsterdam, Dubai, Zürich, and Hong Kong. More recently, Christie’s has led the market with expanded 
initiatives in growth markets such as Russia, China, India and the United Arab Emirates, with successful sales and exhibitions in 
Beijing, Mumbai and Dubai.  
 
*Estimates do not include buyer’s premium. Sales totals are hammer price plus buyer’s premium and do not reflect costs, financing 
fees or application of buyer’s or seller’s credits. 

mailto:sukylo@christies.com
mailto:mmi@christies.com
http://cshk.myftp.org/2012%20Fall%20Christie's%20Hong%20Kong%20Auctions/A20CA/Release/Images/
http://cshk.myftp.org/2012%20Fall%20Christie's%20Hong%20Kong%20Auctions/A20CA/Release/Images/
http://www.christies.com/
../../../esutherland/AppData/Local/Administration/Templates/Press%20Release%20Templates/www.christies.com
http://www.facebook.com/Christies
http://christiesauctions.tumblr.com/

